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Gambling
Posted by stark - 08 Jul 2012 09:09
_____________________________________

Craps

Craps is a dice game in which the players make wagers on the outcome of the roll, or a series of rolls, of
a pair of dice. Players may wager credits against each other (street craps, also known as shooting dice
or rolling dice). Because it requires little equipment, street craps can be played in informal settings.

Bet 5 credits on 2,3 or 12 payoff 8 to 1 (any craps)

Bet 5 credits on 7, payoff 5 to 1 (any 7)

Bet 5 credits on 11 payoff is 16 to 1 (the yo or Yo'Leven)

Bet 5 credits on 3, payoff is 16 to 1 (ace deuce/any craps)

Bet 5 credits on 2 or 12 payoff is 16 to 1 (aces or boxcars)

Bet 5 credits on 8,9,10,11 or 12. payoff 2 to 1 (high llama)

players win nothing if they roll a 4, 5 or 6 

5 credits is the minimum bet

a winning bet of 10 at 6/1 will win '6 × 10 = 60' with the original 10 stake also being returned.

------------------------------------------------------------

Chō-Han

Chō-Han Bakuchi or simply Chō-Han (丁半?)) is a traditional Japanese gambling game using dice.

The game uses two standard six-sided dice, which are shaken in a bamboo cup or bowl by a dealer. The
cup is then overturned onto the floor. Players then place their wagers on whether the sum total of
numbers showing on the two dice will be &quot;Chō&quot; (even) or &quot;Han&quot; (odd). The dealer
then removes the cup, displaying the dice. The winners collect their money.
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Depending on the situation, the dealer will sometimes act as the house, collecting all losing bets. But
more often, the players will bet against each other (this requires an equal number of players betting on
odd and even) and the house will collect a set percentage of winning bets.

using the K9 the dealer rolls the dice 1-100, for odds or evens.
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